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Context 
Earthquake statistics are generally robust over longer time periods and for large areas. For the regional scale, however, variability in seismic 
activity exists both because of spatial heterogeneity of (inherited) faults, and due to the inherent temporal variability of the phenomena. 
The latter is even more interesting in the uppermost crust, where seismic swarms can occur frequently. In this research project the region 
of interest is to be agreed upon with the candidate, the rough target area size being ca. 1-10’000 km² (similar to the size of a larger Swiss 
canton), for which a good quality earthquake catalogue exists. A pre-requisite for this topic is the ability to use a programming language 
(e.g. matlab, python), including writing some parts of new codes. For the seismotectonics interpretation, a general understanding of the 
geological-geodynamic context is expected. Several other aspects can be flexibly discussed with the supervisors. 
 
Aims and Methods 

• Access and manage seismic catalogue data 
• If relevant, download and process seismic waveform data 
• Assess spatial and temporal patterns of seismicity 
• Interpret tectonic earthquakes, their relation to faults, recognize and characterize swarms 
• Define other goals of interest and the pathway to find the answers 
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Website 
https://www.unil.ch/orog3ny 
 
 

Prerequiste 
Geophysics across scales 

 
 


